Fiber can also have
a profound effect on
property values.

1.3%
Increase With
Fiber Access

Experience the
difference with
Chariton Valley
Fiber!

1.8%

Go Further...

Increase With Access
to Speeds up to 1Gbps

3.1%

Internet

Video

We have the
fastest speeds
in the area!

A video experience
unlike the
competition!

Phone

Wireless

Reliable,
digital quality
phone service

An amazing
network deserves
an amazing plan!

Increase Overall If You Have Both
Source: Molnar, G., Savage, S., & Sicker, D. (2015). Reevaluating the
Broadband Bonus: Evidence from Neighborhood Access to Fiber
and United States Housing Prices.

Questions? Call us at
Chariton Valley is leading the way
as the premier provider,
enhancing opportunities for rural
communities through high-speed
fiber internet.

660.395.9000
www.cvalley.net

Go Faster...

GO FIBER!

What Is Fiber?
Fiber optic cable is made up of hair-thin (or thinner) strands of glass that carry information by
transmitting pulses of light, which are usually created by lasers. A single fiber can carry multiple
streams of information at the same time over different wavelengths, or colors, of light.

Advantages Of Fiber

How Does
Fiber Affect
The Economy?
EVIDENCE POINTS TO

Security

TEN YEAR JOB IMPACT:

Fiber is the MOST secure network. The only way to penetrate the system is to break it.

72%

Speed
Fiber optic internet is the fastest transport medium allowing for quick and
instant data retrieval, providing Gig-Capable services.

High Bandwidth
Same upload and download speed means longer transmission distances and
high signal rates.

Private Connection
No one else run off the same line as you, hence a PRIVATE connection.

NO Interference
Fiber connectivity allows the control signals to be carried without error
or interference.

Reliability
Impervious to temperature fluctuations, severe weather conditions and
moisture creating a future-proof network.

Environmental benefit

BETTER FOR FIBER-TO-THE-HOME (FTTH) CITIES

Small business owners
report that using
broadband increases
sales and cost savings,
creates jobs and
retains sales and jobs.
http://www.ntia.doc.gov/broadbandusa
According to local economic experts and policymakers
surveyed by RVA, LLC for the Fiber Broadband
Association (May 2017), fiber helps with the following:
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NEW EMPLOYER
ATTRACTION

EMPLOYER
EXPANSION

EMPLOYER
RETENTION

HOME-BASED
BUSINESSES

Glass is easily made from sand, an abundant resource.

